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Around 1980 the Anglo-Atlantic
countries discarded the mixed
economy with its emphasis on
building social safety nets, and
keeping economic inequalities in
check through progressive taxes.
Subsequently, neoliberal economic
policies caused economic
inequalities to intensify in these
countries.
While the mixed economy largely
has remained in place in
Continental Europe, the neoliberal
model has been adopted by most
of the emerging economies.
Statistics don’t capture incomes
redirected to tax havens.
Consequently, economic measures
should be adjusted with estimates
over what this adds to the
inequality trends.
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After: Income Inequality: Evidence and Policy Implications. Emmanuel Saez, UC Berkeley
Arrow Lecture, Stanford January 2013 http://elsa.berkeley.edu/~saez/lecture_saez_arrow.pdf

Contrary to what is needed, after the last crisis, the 1% gained all growth, which
has further intensi ed the income disparities.
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Financialization of the economies has caused successive boom-bust cycles to
appear. None of these, including the last bust, the 2008 crisis with its near
economic collapse, have however shocked anyone into pursue different policies,
nor caused voters to elect politicians who repudiate the nancialized economy.
Thus, the same economically ignorant and interest-captured politicians have been
able to keep power and subject us to more of the same.
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What is remarkable about the neoliberal economy is that top incomes have
shifted away from rewards to ownership of capital to rewards from holding
operational control over the ows that the economy produces (CEOs and
nancial managers).
Incidentally, this gure suggests that spikes in capital gains are predictors of
recessions.
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Growth of total nancial assets in United States, 1980 - 2000
Billion US dollars

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

Total nancial assets - TFA
Gross Domestic Product - GDP

6,607
2,788

10,159
4,218

14,989
5,801

21,790
7,415

33,736
9,952

2.4

2.4

2.6

2.9

3.4

Ratio of TFA to GDP
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A characteristic of the neoliberal economy is that the nancial sector has steadily
gained in importance. Part of this pattern is the nancial assets parked in tax
havens.
The growth of nancial assets creates a derived rise in demand for returns.
One consequence is that ownership to real economy assets increasingly are held
by entities in the unregulated shadow banking sector where preferences for
short-term speculative strategies rule the day.
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Many products of the digital age have market power that resemble natural
monopolies, thus acquiring particularly strong pricing power.
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We showed how he dominance of monopolistic mark-up pricing in the real
economy consistently creates pro ts above what would be expected if the
economy followed the neoclassical model of fully competitive markets.
Pro ts are sales prices over costs, and always originate in the money form.
Unspent excess pro ts (that is, not consumed nor reinvested in the real
economy) rst occur as money that don’t earn returns. Therefore, wealth holders
want to invest such excess pro ts in nancial paper that yield returns.
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Real economic growth, United States and Canada, post-War to present.

Decennial averages

Defenders of nancial speculation claim that speculators price risks, and through
this mechanism transfers risks to those most expert at carrying it.
This is, the claim goes on, an important market mechanism in capitalist economies
that ensures that resources will be employed by their most productive uses.
To the critique that neoliberal nancialization has incurred sharply growing
income inequalities, the defence is the old trickle down argument.
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However the supposedly more ef cient economies are nowhere in sight: real
growth has fallen, partly as fall-out from repeated boom-busts episodes.
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Mark Twain famously said, there is lies, damned lies, and statistics.
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Financial speculation in derivatives is loading up the economic system with
risks that— as the 2008 crisis proved—are poorly understood.
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If we want to change the economy to fairer and sustainable modalities, we have to
rein in nancial speculation. What we might need of remaining nancial operations
should be socially pertinent and responsible.
The latter includes payment systems, deposit banking, and control over credit and
money creation.
However, the reform task is complicated by the entrenchment of nancial
interests. In particular, the processes that select political candidates, which voter
can choose from come election time, are heavily in uenced by cash-rich lobbyist.
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North Dakota, a ‘red’ state with a socialist experiment.
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A growing consensus among progressive economists is emerging that we cannot
turn the economy around without the public taking control over the vital
elements of banking and money creation.
A surprising fact is that the only public bank existing in North America, BND, is
found in politically conservative North Dakota, (BND = Bank of North Dakota).
The main trick of the 90 year old BND is that the state mandates public
institutions to deposit revenues with the bank. This gives the bank a highly
predictable deposit base.
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North Dakota also holds one of three remaining

The cluster of bank towers in Toronto downtown.
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Public banking is a choice between investing for the bene t of the public, or in
whatever way it can create new private pro ts, mostly in short-term perspectives.
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ve banks deliver
record pro ts year after year - in 2012 to the tune of $29.4-billion.
These pro ts pad the 1%’s pockets as dividends, or, if pro ts are retained, as capital
gains.
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Swings that reward
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If we want to rein in the nancial system, a rst step must be to separate it into
separate entities, according to the different functions.
Wealth management, which drives most of the speculative nancial activities, must
be separated from deposit banking again (as under the U.S. Glass-Steagall Act).
Moreover, in an economy where incomes are more fairly distributed, the need for
wealth management will diminish dramatically.
Governments should establish public banks into which receipts of taxes and fees
should be deposited along the BND model. Other public institutions should also
be mandated to use these banks.
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Hey guys. The party is over.
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nancial speculation, is to reverse
the trend of rising income inequalities, which is the fuel that drives it.
Moreover, instead of running public de cits, which the 1% welcomes as a source of
wealth objects, governments should tax the excess incomes away, and nance
de cits occurring during downturns by public money and credit mechanisms.
The obscene pay packages that CEOs of both real-economy and nancial
corporations essentially pay themselves must be stopped. Same rm pay from the
lowest to the highest should be capped at a multiple of 5. To ensure this, corporate
books should be open and workers represented on boards.
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See you next time
With special greetings from Bismarck, North Dakota

